4 The aim of this section is to contrast a formal

Notes to Worksheet 1
Follow-up email
Learning aims:
 to write an email to follow up on a meeting
 to identify formal and less formal expressions
and use them in writing
 to extend the use of the present simple and
continuous from Student’s Book Unit 1

1 As a lead-in to the worksheet, ask students if they
have ever sent an email to someone they have met
at a business meeting or conference. Ask them why
it might be important to send a follow-up email. This
is a good opportunity for everyone in the class to
find out about the types of business and companies
other students work for.
Ask students to read the questions in Exercise 1,
then give them one minute to scan the email for the
answers. Putting time pressure on students to scan
for information improves their reading skills because
it teaches them to ignore information they are not
looking for. Encourage students to highlight or
underline parts of the email which give the answers
to the questions.
You may need to teach the word brochure. If you
can, bring one in or show one online. Ask students to
guess what they think the word means, given the
context in the email: more details (about the
company / the next project).
Suggested answers
1 He is writing as a follow-up to his meeting with
Mr Bhati, and to send him more information
about his company.
2 He sends a brochure about his company.
3 He is the Client Manager

2 & 3 In these exercises, students refer to the email
and write the key information about Rimco, then
write information about their own company.
Answers
RIMCO
Products
or
services?

Telecommunications
and information
technology

Next
project?

New division in India

YOUR
COMPANY

Students’
own
answers
Students’
own
answers
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email with an informal one. Ask students to read the
email and identify some of the things that make it
less formal.
Suggested answers
The writer uses first names instead of surnames
and is more personal. He uses simpler language
and more informal phrases (bye for now).

5 Here, students are asked to think about their
own work-related emails. Ask them to discuss the
questions in groups and then feed back to the rest of
the class. Levels of formality will vary between
countries and types of business, and according to
the person the emails are addressed to: an email to
a superior may be more formal while one to an
equal status colleague may be less so.

6 This exercise focuses on the actual phrases which
students must analyse in terms of formality.
Students can use these phrases in their own writing.
Answers
1 Hi 2 It was nice to meet you again …
3 I am writing with regard to …
4 I am attaching …
5 Give me a call if you want any more information.
6 Yours sincerely 7 Bye for now

7 This exercise gives some structured practice with
the phrases. Once students have finished, ask them
to say which expressions are more formal, which are
less formal and which might be either.
Answers
2 Further to (formal)
3 about (less formal than with regard to)
4 contact/further (formal)
5 attaching (can be either)

8 This exercise practises writing emails to a new
client in formal and informal contexts. Ask students
to choose which level of formality they would like to
use, then ask them to follow the instructions. As a
follow-up, they could write the same email in the
other style.

9 The aim of this exercise is to encourage students
to develop the habit of sharing their work and giving
each other feedback. Ask them whether or not their
partner maintained the correct level of formality
throughout (i.e. all formal or all informal). They can
assess their work with the checklist.
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Notes to Worksheet 2
An enquiry and reply

5 Students now need to consider the function of

Learning aims:
 to write an email of enquiry (asking for
information)
 to respond to an email of enquiry
 to use key expressions and phrases for enquiry

Answers
Thank 3 request 2, 6 give bad news 4
give good news 5

1 Ask students to skim the advert for the Global
Electricity Conference and discuss the questions as a
class. Make sure students understand that a
conference is a gathering of professionals in a
certain industry, where professionals go to listen to
talks and to take part in workshops and seminars. It
is also a chance for professionals to visit the
exhibition area where they can find out about the
latest trends or equipment in their area. It is a place
to network and make contacts with people for doing
business later.

2 The emails are related to the advertised
conference. Students quickly read the emails to
match them to the purposes a–d.
Answers
a1 b3 c4 d2

3 Students try to work out the meaning of the

each phrase from Exercise 4. This will help them to
choose the correct expression for what they want to
achieve.

6 For the writing activity, students write an email
of enquiry to Ariadna Natera using the information
about the World Conference. They should do this
individually. They then swap papers to reply to the
email.
First ask them to read the advert for the conference.
Make sure they understand that they are supposed
to ask to book a stand at the conference. Email 1
provides a model, though students should try using
some of the other expressions. Once they have
written their enquiries, ask them to swap emails
with another student. They then read that email and
write a reply as if they were Ariadna Natera. It is
their choice whether to write that a space is
available or not.
As a follow-up, ask students what other things they
might write an email of enquiry about. Ask them to
assess themselves using the checklist.

words in bold in the emails from the context, and
match them to the definitions.
Answers
1 exhibitors 2 a stand in the exhibition area
3 enquire 4 available 5 confirm 6 inform
7 at the last minute 8 asap

4 This exercise asks students to find expressions
from the emails that are synonymous with the
expressions given. This helps students build a bank
of phrases to use in the writing section.
Answers
2 Could you please send …
3 Thank you for …
4 Unfortunately …
5 I’m happy to inform you …
6 Please could you … / Please
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Notes to Worksheet 3
A short report comparing two
companies
Learning aims:
 to write a short report comparing two
companies
 to review the use of comparatives from
Student’s Book Unit 3
 to extend the vocabulary of transport from
Student’s Book Unit 3 in a business context

1 Begin with a whole-class discussion about
delivery companies. Find out the names of some
delivery companies in the students’ countries.
Discuss why a company might use a delivery
company to deliver its products. Put students into
groups of three or four to discuss the questions. Ask
them to try to reach an agreement on the order of
importance of criteria for choosing a delivery
company.

2 This section pre-teaches some vocabulary related
to business transport agreements. They are highfrequency words in business English. You could ask
students to use their Oxford English or Oxford
Business English Dictionary to help if needed. Ask
them to compare answers.
Answers
1a 2c 3d 4f 5h 6g 7b 8e

3 Before reading, ask students to look at the terms
in the glossary. Next, give students 30 seconds to
quickly skim the report to answer the question What
does it compare?
Answer
It compares two delivery companies – MedEst Ltd
and Z-line Freight.
After reading, ask students how many sections the
report contains. Ask them why they think the writer
included the section entitled INTRODUCTION (this
gives the reason for writing).

4 Give students some time to write notes about
each company in the table.

Suggested answers
MEDEST LTD
Transport
more expensive
Speed of
next day for
delivery
some products,
or 2–5 business
days
Tracking
Yes
online
Guarantees
No
Discounts
Not for overseas
Where they
deliver to
Customer
satisfaction

worldwide
high

Z-LINE FREIGHT
cheaper
5–10 business
days

Yes
Yes
Yes – for late
delivery
Middle East and
South Asia
high

5 This activity reviews the comparative work from
Student’s Book Unit 3, pages 35–37. Students use
the information in the table to complete the
sentences. For some of the information, students
have to interpret the information given.
Answers
1 larger than, smaller 2 faster than 3 as good as
4 as happy as 5 better than 6 cheaper than
7 as good as 8 farther than

6 This activity is an extension of the discussion
students had at the beginning of the session. The
aim here is to give reasons for why one company is
better than the other, using comparatives as part of
their argument. Students work in pairs. Encourage
them to give reasons for their answers. Afterwards,
find out what the class as a whole thinks.

7 Students should use the report on MedEst and
Z-line as a model. They could write in pairs or alone.
As the focus for this unit is on the ability to compare
two companies, students need not give much detail
in the introduction. Alternatively, stronger student
can base their introduction on the discussion they
had about the qualities they look for in a delivery
company. Ideally students will write the reports in
class, though you could assign the task for
homework.

8 As with previous writing, students should read
each other’s reports. Ask them to comment on the
comparative forms and vocabulary used: are they
accurate? Ask them to assess themselves using the
checklist.
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Notes to Worksheet 4
A report on a business trip
Learning aims:
 to write an email to report on a business trip
 to review past tenses used in narratives,
adjectives and adverbs from Student’s Book
Unit 4 and extend these to a business context

1 Students discuss business trips in groups. The aim
here is for students to think about the kinds of
activities business people engage in on business
trips, whilst practising using past tenses in their
narrative.

2 You may need to pre-teach the terms trade fair,
trading partners and supplier or ask students to use
the Oxford Business English Dictionary. Students will
already be familiar with the term conference from
Unit 2. A trade fair is similar, though whereas the
focus of a conference is to share ideas within an
industry, a trade fair is a place where companies can
show off their latest inventions and products.
Trading partners are two companies who do
business together and a supplier is the company that
sells products to another company.
Give students one minute to skim the text to find
out the main reason for Stuart’s trip. Skimming
quickly for main ideas helps students learn to focus
on the general meaning and not get hung up on
words and expressions they don’t know.
Answer
b to find trading partners in the region

3 This exercise requires students to understand the
order of events. They will need to pay close
attention to the verbs and time expressions to do
this. You may wish to tell them that not all the
spaces will be filled in.
Answers
a.m.

Monday
D Arrive in
Dubai
A Meeting
with Mr Asif

Lunch

p.m.

Tuesday
B Flight from
Dubai to
Muscat

Wednesday
F Visit to HGA
at Port Sultan
Qaboos

G Meeting
with people
from HGA
C Visit Raysut
Electronics

E Meet Doruk
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4 This exercise extends the work on adjectives from
Student’s Book page 48 to a business context.
Answers
1 beautiful 2 successful 3 interesting 4 new
5 enthusiastic 6 friendly 7 not useful 8 excellent

5 Students should underline or highlight the
adverbs to see how they are used in context to add
interest and cohesion. Students may be tricked by
the word friendly – it is an adjective, not an adverb.
To link back to Student’s Book page 53, ask students
if the adverbs refer to the whole clause or sentence,
the verb or the adjective
Answers
Fairly (adjective – successful), Unfortunately (whole
sentence), sadly (whole clause), badly (verb –
started), Eventually (whole sentence), Luckily (whole
sentence), Hopefully (whole sentence)

6 For the writing, students follow up on the
previous email to Brian using the notes. They need
to think carefully about what day and time they are
writing the email – probably Thursday evening.
Advise them to pay close attention to the verb
tenses in the notes. It might be helpful for students
to write the notes into a diary first, as in Exercise 3.
Encourage students to add their own plausible ideas
to the notes using adverbs if possible.
Sample Answer
Hi Brian
It’s been a successful trip overall and I’m looking
forward to flying home tomorrow. Let me tell you
about the last two days:
On Wednesday morning, I visited HGA headquarters
and had a very interesting meeting. They want to
place a large order, so it was an excellent morning!
I finally met with Doruk in the afternoon. We had a
successful meeting. We discussed the trade fair in
Bahrain next month. I flew to Kuwait city in the
evening. It was a late flight, so I didn’t get to bed
until after midnight.
I slept in this morning and had a lunchtime meeting
with our partners. It was a good meeting and they
were very enthusiastic. Unfortunately, my visit to
the supplier in Al-khiran Pearl City this afternoon
was not very useful.
That’s all for now. I’ll tell you all the details of the
trip when I arrive back at the office on Monday.
Stuart
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Learning aims:
 to write and respond to emails related to
ordering supplies
 to extend the function of placing an order from
Student’s Book Unit 5 to a business context
 to practise common collocations related to
business orders

Answers
1 No (she is the customer) 2 Yes (since they are
ordering it, they must need it) 3 Yes (we give a 10%
discount on orders of five barrels or more) 4 Don’t
know (although she enquires about the delivery
time, she doesn’t say she needs it immediately)
5 No (You should receive it within two working days)
6 Don’t know (the company has sent Lucile a
catalogue, but we don’t know if the catalogue has
any other products other than oil)

1 Discuss the questions as a class and write some

5 This exercise practises common verb + noun

Notes to Worksheet 5
Placing an order

of the responses on the board. Ask the students if
they ever ask for discounts for large orders. This will
review the term discount from Unit 3 and prepare
them for the idea of buying in bulk.

2 Give students 30 seconds to scan the emails to
find out what the order is for. Scanning quickly for
specific information will help students to ignore
other details and increase their reading speed.
Answer
Five barrels of machine engine oil

3 Students should try to use the context clues to
work out the meanings of the words. Two of the
words are recycled from Unit 3. The term supply can
have different meanings, but in this context it means
‘sell’. Using a monolingual dictionary rather than a
translator will help students learn to use contextual
clues, because they will see several definitions for a
word and will need to choose the most logical one.
Once students learn the word supply, the term
supplier will be easy to grasp. Show them on the
board how the verb, supply, can be changed to the
person who supplies: supply  supplier. You could
show how some of the other words follow this same
pattern: track  tracker; dispatch  dispatcher.
Answers
1b 2b 3b 4a 5b 6b 7b 8a

4 Students need to read the information carefully
and then decide if it is actually given in the emails or
not. This is a typical exam type question. Being able
to tell if information is actually given or not is an
important reading skill.
At first, students may not be used to this kind of
task. When going over the answers, ask students to
tell you where they found the information in the
emails. They could highlight or underline the section.
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collocations used in ordering products. All of the
collocates are found in the emails.
Answers
1 place an order 2 give a discount
3 attached an order form 4 track the delivery
5 experience any delays

6 In this writing task, students go through the same
stages of placing an order that they read about in
the emails above, but use different details.
Before beginning the writing task, you might want to
draw students’ attention to the emails to look at
their function. This will recycle the work done in Unit
2 and also help students in their writing task. Is the
purpose of the first email to enquire or request?
What else does Lucile do in the email (thanks for the
catalogue, says why she is writing). What is the
purpose of the second email? (to give information;
to enquire; to thank). The third email? (to request
or place the order; to request information). The
fourth email? (to thank; to give information).
Ask students to read the instructions and write the
email. You could ask them to use the email
templates at the end of this section or they could
send a real email. If students prefer, they could write
the email using their own business context, but
should ask for a discount on bulk orders.

7 Students should swap emails with a partner and
respond to their partner’s email.

8 Students should swap with the same partner so
that the emails progress logically.

9 This is the final swap.
10 In pairs, students look at the four emails and
evaluate them using the checklist on the worksheet.
Ask them to say which of the two sets of emails was
most successful and why.
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Notes to Worksheet 6
Making arrangements
Learning aims:
 to make arrangements to meet via email
 to extend the use of future forms from Student’s
Book Unit 6 to making arrangements in a
business context
 to practise using expressions for inviting,
declining politely, suggesting a time, agreeing
and confirming

1 Begin by having a class discussion about the
questions. You may need to teach the collocation
arrange to meet (= plan to meet; make an
appointment). Make sure students understand that
meet in this context does not necessarily mean for
the first time, but can mean seeing someone you
know well. By extension, an arrangement is a
planned meeting or an appointment.

2 The emails are not in order. Students need to
read them carefully to work out the correct order.
They may notice that once the conversation gets
going, the writers drop many formalities. In the first
emails they address each other as Dear … , then they
switch to Hi … , and eventually they stop writing the
salutation altogether. Ask students why this is, and
if this is common practice in their culture.
Answers
A1 B3 C6 D2 E4 F5

3 This is a reading comprehension exercise and will
help students focus on the meaning of the
structures. After students have answered the
questions, you could ask them what industry the
two men work in (they both have jobs in the
construction industry, though it is not apparent what
jobs those are. Amin might be the architect or the
person who contracted the work. Hong Q’ian may be
the site manager or foreman).
Suggested answers
1 He invites him to see how the work on the mall is
progressing. 2 He is busy. He suggests the Monday
or Tuesday of the following week. 3 He has union
meetings both days. 4 He means that he has a lot
of things to do that day. Yes, he can reschedule his
1.00 meeting. 5 They confirm their meeting for
Wednesday the 8th at 1.30.
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4–5 The aim of these exercises is to provide
language for students to carry out the functions in
the left-hand column. For Exercise 5, students
should find equivalent phrases in the emails to those
in the box in Exercise 4.
Answers
Inviting
Declining
(politely)
Suggesting
a time

Accepting

Confirming

Do you want to …
Would you like to …
I’m afraid I can’t.
I’d love to, but …
No, sorry, I can’t meet ….
How about … ? Shall we say … ?
What about … ?
Is … any good?
Can you meet then?
That would be great.
Yes, that suits me.
That sounds great.
So, that’s …
So, to confirm, …

6 This exercise gives students a more structured
practice of the phrases. Be sure to point out that
there may be more than one correct answer, but
that the phrase should fit grammatically into the rest
of the sentence. You could do the first one together
to show students what to do.
Possible answers
1 Do you want / Would you like
2 How about / What about / Shall we say
3 I’m afraid I can’t.
4 How about / What about / Shall we say
5 would be great / suits me / sounds great.
6 that’s / to confirm, we’re meeting on

7 As with emails in previous lessons, students will
write and respond to each other. Use the email
template to add authenticity or ask students to send
real emails to each other. As a follow-up to the
writing activity, you could repeat the activity orally.
Ask students to sit back-to-back to simulate the lack
of visual cues that is a feature of phone
conversations. Ask students to repeat steps 1, 2 and
3 to arrange to meet over the phone. Afterwards,
discuss any differences in the two ways of making
arrangements.

8 Put students into pairs to look at the two sets of
emails and evaluate them using the checklist. Which
set of emails was better?
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Notes to Worksheet 7
Internal communication
Learning aims:
 to write an email to a co-worker within a
company
 to practise writing clear, concise subject lines
 to build expressions for requesting,
recommending, offering, checking and clarifying

1 Discuss the questions as a class. Find out if the
emails students write to people in the company are
different to the ones they write to clients or
customers. Find out how they differ.

2 This exercise requires students to skim read the
emails and then write the information in the To and
Subject lines. Before asking students to skim the
emails, make sure they understand the meaning or
function of each department: Administration deals
with office management; Accounts deals with
payments, invoices, money; Transport deals with car
parking, visitor parking passes; Human Resources
deals with personnel issues, hiring new people; Sales
deals with selling products. Check they understand
the vocabulary in the subject line. Give them one
minute to skim the emails, then ask them to write in
the required information. As a follow-up, ask
students if they think the emails are formal or
informal.
Answers
1 To: Administration Subject: Office equipment
2 To: Human Resources Subject: Job applicant
3 To: Accounts Subject: Unpaid invoice
4 To: Sales Subject: New order
5 To: Transport Subject: Forgot attachment

3 Ask students why they think subject lines are
important. Find out what they think makes a good
subject line, then ask them to read the information
in the box. After they have read it, check they have
understood the three key things to do when writing
a subject line. You could also extend the discussion
about why subject lines are important – with so
many emails a day, managers need to be able to
skim the subject lines quickly so they can prioritise
which ones to read first, and which ones to delete
without reading. Clear subject lines also help
managers find emails more quickly later on.

key ideas. Then, ask them to follow the three rules
and write subject lines for the five emails. In
feedback, explain that rep is short for
‘representative’ (usually a salesperson).
Suggested answers
1 Turbine manual 2 Optical writing supplier
3 Late oil delivery 4 England rep 5 Alan’s details

4 This section looks at useful expressions students
can use in their own emails. Ask students to
underline the expressions in the emails in Exercises 2
and 3 and write the function above them. This will
allow them to see the expressions in context.
Afterwards, they write them in the spaces provided.
In feedback, explain that in the context of email 3 do
you have is a request, not a question.
Answers
1 Request: Please can you … / Is it possible to … /
Do you have …
2 Recommend: I’d recommend … / We should …
3 Offer: Would you like me to … / Do you want
me to …
4 Check: Is … (his first initial E or A?)
5 Clarify: It’s … (White), not … (Wait)

5 Give each student an email template for the
email. Ask students to think about an email that they
would write to another person in their company.
Emphasise that they should NOT write the subject
line. Give them a few minutes to write. Next, they
should give the email to another student who then
writes the subject line. Ask them to evaluate each
other’s subject lines.
Repeat the process, but ask students to choose a
different function (request, recommend, etc.). For
homework, you could ask students to write three
more emails with subject lines. The aim would be for
them to write one of each type with clear, concise
subject lines.
Students should use the checklist to assess what
they have learned.

Ask students to read the emails in pairs and identify
the key words or ideas. Check they can identify the
Life A2-B1 Business Writing: Teacher's Notes
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Notes to Worksheet 8
Directions to a workplace

Answers
1 call button 2 buzz … in 3 barrier 4 sign in
5 intercom 6 complex

Learning aims:
 to write directions to a workplace
 to build technology vocabulary and verbs for
giving directions
 to build on using imperative and conditional
forms from Student’s Book Unit 8

6 Before setting the writing task, ask students to
brainstorm the steps a visitor would have to take.
Ask them to think about the following:


Are there any special directions or can the visitor
use an internet map or satnav?



Does the visitor need to know the postcode for
the satnav?



What is the best way to arrive? By car? By bus?
By taxi? By train?



What does the visitor need to do once s/he
arrives?

1 How people prefer to give and get directions says
a lot about their learning style preferences. Some
people prefer the visual aspect of a map (visual
learner) while others prefer the directions written
down (verbal learner). Those who like to hear
instructions could be aural learners and those who
prefer the instruction + action of the satnav could
tend towards kinaesthetic learning. Students should
discuss the questions in pairs. Afterwards, it might
be interesting to find out how many students prefer
which method, and whether they think it
corresponds to the way in which they like to learn.

Draw a mind map on the board for students to
complete and add to.

2 Ask the students to read the questions first so
that they know what information to scan the email
for. Give them three minutes to find the answers.
Answers
1 To confirm the visit; to give instructions for when
he gets to the plant.
2 We can infer that it is. The email gives quite
explicit instructions and there is no mention of
his having been to the plant before.
3 the visitor’s car park; area C in the car park;
Reception

3 For this exercise, students need to find
equivalent words or expressions in the email.
Answers
1 turn right 2 key in 3 press 4 give your name
5 buzz in 6 sign in 7 pick up

4 Some of the words in this exercise have multiple
meanings, but students need to choose the correct
meaning for the context. Discourage dictionary or
translator use – encourage students to try to work
out the meaning from the context of the email.
Answers
1b 2b 3a 4a 5b 6b 7a 8b

5 This exercise further reinforces and practises the

Once the students have finished brainstorming,
ask them to give directions orally to a partner. The
partner should ask questions if the directions and
instructions are not clear. This process will help
the student think from the other person’s
perspective when writing directions.

7 Students should now write the email to a visitor.
Afterwards, ask students to read each other’s emails
to check for clarity and comprehension. Finally, ask
students to complete the checklist.

words and expressions from the previous section.
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Notes to Worksheet 9
An internal memo
Learning aims:
 to write an internal memo
 to extend the topic of education from Student’s
Book Unit 9 to a business context
 to reinforce and extend use of the passive from
Student’s Book Unit 9

1 Discuss the questions as a class. Find out more
about students’ experience of training: are
employees required to attend or is some training
optional? Does training enhance opportunities for
advancement? Are employees paid for training,
given time off to train, or do they have to do some
types of training in their own time? Does training
happen at the company or in another location?

2 This first exercise is a reading for gist activity.
After reading the questions, students should skim
read the memo quickly to find the information. Give
them 30 seconds for this.
Suggested answers
1 a hotel, conference centre, convention centre
2 to find out how to use the new system for
checking in guests

3 This exercise is similar to the one in Unit 5 where
students choose Don’t know if the information is not
actually given in the text. Give the students some
time to read the text more closely and answer the
questions. Ask students to compare answers and
give reasons for them. Ask several students to report
back, giving reasons for their choice of answer.
Answers
1 Yes (all staff) 2 Don’t know (initials are GD)
3 Yes (we all have the same details)
4 No (the date of the memo is 2 February, so it
goes live on 1st March)
5 No (He works for Delton IT solutions)
6 Yes (there are six time slots to choose from
7 No (return it to me)
8 Don’t know

4 This exercise targets words that may appear
similar to students and therefore be confused.
Encourage students to work out the meanings from
context. They can then use a dictionary for further
clarification after the lesson. Sign up and fill in are
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phrasal verbs and could be added to the list of
phrasal verbs on page 110 of the Student’s Book.
Answers
1 a procedure, b process 2 a network, b install
3 a requested, b required 4 a fill in, b sign up

5 This exercise extends the work done on pages
107–109 of the Student’s Book. Remind students of
the forms by eliciting them and writing them on the
board. Review the reasons why writers choose the
passive. Next, ask students to underline the
complete sentences containing the passives. You
could also ask them to highlight or double underline
the passive constructions.
Answers
Present simple passive
As a result, hotel information is now networked so
we all have the same details of every guest. (It
doesn’t matter who networked it, the action is
important.)
The system goes live on the 1st of next month so all
staff are required to attend training before that
date. (Use of the passive softens the command.)
… and so the training is delivered in English by their
head of IT training, Geert Aspe. (The action is more
important than the agent. The by phrase says the
name of the trainer.)
Staff working in the same department are requested
to choose different sessions where possible. (The
passive softens the command.)
Past simple passive
As part of this process, new software was installed
on the network. (The action is more important than
who did it.)
The new system was installed by Delton IT Solutions
… (The action is more important. The by phrase gives
the agent.)

6 Students work in groups to try to generate ideas
for what their company might want to introduce.
When monitoring, make sure their idea is not too
complex. Ask them to write out the details in note
form. Next, ask them to write the memo on their
own using the format given in the sample memo.

7 Students should swap memos and comment on
the clarity of what the new procedure is and what
action is needed next: can they understand what
they should do and why? Ask students to assess
their progress using the checklist.
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Notes to Worksheet 10
A formal letter of introduction
Learning aims:
 to write a formal letter of introduction
 to extend the work on formal letters in
Student’s Book Unit 10

1 Ask students what they think a letter of
introduction from a company is for. What kinds of
information might it contain? Jot some ideas on the
board. Ask students to read the true/false questions
and scan the letter for the answers. After checking,
see how their ideas on the board compare with the
letter in the worksheet.
When they write a letter, students also need to be
aware of who the target audience is. Ask them if
they think the letter was written for a potential
client or a potential supplier. Hopefully they will see
that the letter is for a potential client or customer.
Answers
1 True (you can tell from the letterhead who the
writer works for)
2 False (He addresses the reader as Dear Sir or
Madam)
3 True (I am delighted to send you a copy of our
new catalogue)
4 True (With 25 years in the business …)
5 True (With over 200 highly skilled staff …)
6 False (contact your local representative)

2 This exercise gets students to identify parts of the
letter and their functions. Letters tend to follow a
prescribed format. Identifying where letters do
certain things will help students organise them
better. Ask students how the organisation of this
letter is similar to or different from letters in their
culture. You could also ask students to say what kind
of information about a company is important to
include in a letter of introduction.

3 Students should use context clues to find the
words to match to the definitions. You could also ask
students to highlight the phrases that are around
some of the words, as they offer common
collocations. Suggestions for words to highlight are
listed in the answers below.
Answers
2 (highly) skilled 3 On behalf of
4 (Please find) enclosed 5 demanding
6 range (of products) 7 requirements
8 (please do not) hesitate

4 This section looks at fixed expressions used in
letters. As a follow-up to this section, you could ask
students to find expressions from Student’s Book
page 125 to add to the list. Draw students’ attention
to the note at the end of the exercise regarding
which closing to use with an opening such as Dear
Ms …
Answers
1 Dear Sir or Madam (this expression has replaced
the outdated Dear Sirs …)
2 On behalf of … I am delighted to …
3 Please (also) find enclosed …
4 please do not hesitate to …
5 Yours faithfully

5 Ask students to brainstorm some key information
about their company that they might include in a
letter of introduction to a client. They could do this
in pairs if they are having trouble thinking of ideas.
Ask them to think about what kinds of information
they might enclose. Ask them to write the letter.

6 Students should swap letters and read each
other’s. Find out why they would or wouldn’t
contact the other student’s company. Ask each
student to assess their partner’s letter using the
checklist.

Answers
A 1 (The reason for writing is generally in the first
paragraph.)
B 3 (Invitations to contact the company are generally
in the closing paragraph.)
C2
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Notes to Worksheet 11
Punctuation in business writing
Learning aims:
 to learn and use some key rules of punctuation
in business writing
 to encourage students to check their writing
afterwards

1 This question is designed to encourage students
to think about when and if they check their writing.
For some students it might be a question of how
important the writing is and who will read it. Ask
students to tell the class their answers and open it
up for discussion if opinions vary. Try to reach a
general consensus that it’s always a good idea to
check your writing in the workplace, even if it’s to a
colleague or someone you know well.

2 Ask students to read the text and circle a few
examples of each item of punctuation. Then put
students into small groups and ask them to compare
and check their examples. If they seem unsure about
any items, give whole-class feedback.

3 Having found the examples in Exercise 2,
students confirm their understanding by completing
the rules. Note that most of the rules only cover the
main uses for this level. Be aware that in some
cases, students might come across the punctuation
used for other, more advanced purposes.
Answers
1 full stop 2 comma 3 capital letters
4 bullets 5 quotation marks 6 colon
7 apostrophe

4 Students can work in pairs to correct the
sentences. The missing punctuation is also given
after each sentence in brackets.
Answers
1 Further to our phone conversation, I am sending
you our price list. (comma)
2 Dear Mr Wright (capital letter)
3 Subject: Results of survey (colon)
4 The last report said, ‘the results have been very
positive.’ (quotation marks)
5 Ms Kemp’s flight is at three. (apostrophe)
6 Do not hesitate to contact me for further
information. (full stop)
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7 In conclusion, I think we should:
 Close the two warehouses in Rouen and
Marseille.
 Open a larger warehouse in Lille.
(bullets)
8 Mr Brown from the UK office wants you to call
him back. (capital letters)

5 Students can either rewrite the text, or they can
mark the missing punctuation onto the text as if
correcting it.
Suggested answer
(Some variation and extra punctuation is possible.)
To: Peter Roe, CEO
From: Head of UK Production
Subject: Production in Brownlow factory
The Brownlow factory used to produce 20 cars per
day. Since 2011, this number has decreased to 14 in
2011, 11 in 2010, and 8 in 2013. The last report on
this factory said, ‘The Brownlow factory can’t be
saved, so we suggest it should be closed
immediately.’
However, I think the problem is technical, so I
propose the following action:
 Introduce two new production lines with modern
equipment.
 Only produce cars at this factory and produce
trucks at our Lofthouse factory.

6 If students have recently finished some writing
that you haven’t marked yet, then they could check
it first. Otherwise, wait until students do some more
writing for you and set aside five minutes in class
when they can check for correct punctuation. They
could then swap with a partner to check one
another’s work.
Ask students to assess themselves using the
checklist.
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Notes to Worksheet 12
Presentation slides
Learning aims:
 to give a short presentation
 to practise condensing long phrases into shorter
bullet points as an extension to the work done
in Student’s Book Unit 12

1 Discuss the questions as a class. If students do
not give presentations, find out if they attend
presentations, by whom and for what purpose. Most
people have attended a presentation at some point
in their life. Ask students what they think makes a
good presentation.

2 Visual aids make presentations more interesting
and easier to follow. Make sure students understand
what each of the visual aids is. Ask them to discuss in
pairs which they think are effective and why.

3 Ask students to read the instructions for the task.
Once they know the information they need to scan
the text for, give them 30 seconds to read and find
the answers. As a follow-up, ask students what they
think about the four by five rule.
You might also draw students’ attention to some of
the phrases the speaker uses to organise the
presentation:
So, moving on to my second point
but …
so …
as a general rule …
Ask students what other phrases they might use to
organise a presentation. Brainstorm some ideas on
the board, e.g.
I’d like to begin by …
firstly …
secondly …
also, …
in addition …
finally …
In conclusion, etc.
Suggested answers
1 presentation slides
2 use bullet points and key words. Don’t put too
much information on the slide.

presenters put too much information in the slides
because they fear they may forget what to say.
Bullet points help jog the presenter’s memory, but
shouldn’t be a script.
Draw students’ attention to the kinds of words that
were left out in the example. (The company name
does not need to be repeated here.)
Ask students to first highlight or underline what they
consider the key information is in each of the
sentences. Ask them to compare answers, then
rewrite each into bullet points.
Suggested answers
2 Oil and natural gas exploration
3 Western Canada and USA
4 US oil company merger planned

5 In the next exercises students plan and prepare a
short presentation. It begins with a brainstorm
about their own company or one they know well.
For this exercise students should write four
complete sentences.

6 Students now condense the sentences from
Exercise 5 into concise bullet points. If possible, get
students to prepare an actual slide using
presentation software.

7 Students should present in pairs. Ask students to
think about linking ideas so that they flow and
adding additional detail. The presenting student
should stand up when presenting. If possible, the
slide should be projected onto a screen or
interactive whiteboard. If using paper, ask the
presenter to hold up the slide so the partner can
see. Once both students have presented, ask them
to swap partners and repeat the activity.
Ask students to assess themselves using the
checklist.
Model presentation
Good afternoon. I’d like to tell you about my
company, Gaslight Energy Corporation. Firstly, the
company is an oil and natural gas exploration
company which started in 1999. At the moment, it
operates mainly in Western Canada, with some
exploration in the United States, but it is planning to
merge with a large oil company in the United States
next year.

4 This exercise requires students to find the key
information in the sentence and rewrite it as a brief
bullet point with the same meaning. Often
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